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Studio Campus AAR: A Semantic
Platform for Analyzing and
Publishing Audiovisual Corpuses

4.1. Introduction
This chapter discusses the scientific and technological stakes of a digital
platform called Studio Campus AAR. Studio Campus AAR is intended for
different activities to seize existing audiovisual data subjectively with a view
to transform them into objects with symbolic value (i.e. a particular
“meaning”) for a given community.
For example, in the “academic world”, a growing number of individual
(i.e. researchers, educators, doctoral researchers, even students) and collective
(research teams and laboratories, educational facilities, associations, and other
scientific organizations or educational organizations, etc.) actors more and
more frequently use digital audiovisual resources, be this to document
concrete field research activities and knowledge domains, or to collect,
process, analyze, publish, exploit and conserve scientific heritages or, more
broadly, cultural heritages in the form of sites or portals of audiovisual
archives, online video libraries, etc. This is a typical but also very recent
situation forming part of the culture of the “digital humanities” and
constitutes a powerful driving force for a dynamic and innovative economy
of knowledge where the “academic world” (i.e. the world of research and
higher education), without a shred of doubt, plays a central role as a strategic
market for this knowledge: the “academic world” is its main producer and it
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is also one of its most important “consumers” (for its needs in terms of
research and development, education and training, service provision, etc.).
But for lack of an appropriate work environment, this process is having a
hard time becoming widespread.
Studio Campus AAR1 is an attempt to bring the concerned actors a
solution based on a semiotic approach to digital archives, the theory of
conceptual graphs and the technologies of the semantic web.
Divided into seven sections, this chapter first proposes a succinct
presentation of the general context that the conception and development of
Studio Campus AAR and the functional architecture of this platform fit into
(section 4.2). Then, the main points to consider during the conception and
development of such a platform will be discussed in greater depth (sections 4.3
to 4.8).
4.2. Context and stakes
The general socio-economic and cultural context today is characterized
by the incontestably growing interest in the issue of cultural heritage, its
constitution in the form of an archive sensu lato, and its exploitation, its
concrete use. Archive “sensu lato” means: all projects (institutional or
personal, professional or “hobby”, imposed by the law or freely undertaken
by the parties concerned, following or not following archival standards, etc.)
constituting a textual and audiovisual database provided with a set of data
storage, classification, conservation and exploitation criteria.
A sign of this general tendency is that of 2.0 web platforms like YouTube,
Flickr, Scribd, etc. But clearly, the concern of constituting heritages on a
large scale has long existed, as witnessed by the existence of institutions
specialized in this domain, such as libraries, archives in the classical sense of
the term, or even museums. This is also the case of institutions and
1 Campus AAR is an R&D project financed for three years (from 2014 to 2017) by the ANR
(French National Research Agency). It is made up of four partner institutions: ESCoM-AAR –
Equipe Sémiotique Cognitive et nouveaux Médias – Archives Audiovisuelles de la Recherche
(program housed by the FMSH in Paris until the end of 2015); INA (National Audiovisual
Institute); the Armadillo society; the CNRS’s Center for Direct Scientific Communication.
For more information on the project, see http://campusaar.hypotheses.org/?lang=en_GB. To
access the experimental Campus AAR portal, log in to https://hal.campus-aar.fr/
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professions that depend more crucially on access to knowledge, as is the
case, for example, for scientific research, law or diplomacy.
There are various stakes at play in the constitution, conservation,
transmission and exploitation of a heritage. Let us mention more specifically
that which attributes to sensu lato digital archives the status of a hub, a point
of reference for entire “communities” (“ethnic”, professional, informal,
“virtual”, etc.). A typical example is provided by the various channels on
YouTube: each channel is made up of an open and more or less sizable
collection of videos that serve as a reference for a community made up of
producers, directors, anonymous spectators, critical commentators, etc.
There is very great diversity in such communities – communities of taste
(for fashion, cuisine, extreme sports, etc.), brands, opinion, practices,
communities organized around a medium (a newspaper, a magazine, a
television channel, etc.), an institution (a political party, an association, a
university, etc.), a territory, a personality or a star, etc. These communities
can be more or less numerous; they can be gathered geographically in a
certain location or, the opposite, be spread across the entire world; they can
enjoy a longer or shorter presence in time and even be renewed in the form
of successive generations of members in a community. They can function
“self-sufficiently”, as sorts of closed clubs, or exchange and interact with
other communities, use and reuse the audiovisual data themselves,
reeditorialized versions of these data, just as well as the comments (and the
comments on comments) on these data in the most diverse social settings, all
thanks to the technological potentialities of social networks.
In fact, these communities form communication ecosystems, an essential
element of which is a common or shared data (“content”) collection. The
data collection offers what could be called the discourse universe of a
communication ecosystem composed notably of a system of utterances and
maxims (i.e. of a system of topoi) that constitutes the epistemic framework
(of evidence, certainties, a priori, etc.) in reference to which a “discourse
community” identifies and processes the reference objects (the domain or
domains of interest).
By considering the central role of digital archives in a communication
ecosystem, we can easily convince ourselves of the importance of the
research and development activities devoted to them. A particularly
important issue here is that of understanding a part of the data themselves, of
their affordance as signifying objects (i.e. as entities possessing a meaning
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for an agent, an actor) and, on the other hand, of activities around and
initiated by these data. It is this interest that we, in other publications, have
called the semiotic turn in research on digital archives in particular and
(digital) data in general (see [STO 12, STO 15a, BEL 15]).
Let us take, for example, audiovisual data, an unrefined registry, or an
author montage. Such data possess a particular, internal structure that
manifests itself in the form of affordances, constraints and freedoms of
interaction between it and an agent. As with all textual data, they possess
two levels (the content level and the content expression level). Each level
can itself be broken down – like a puff pastry, to cite the image proposed by
Algirdas Julien Greimas to understand the structure of a text – into more
specific strata. The content level is typically broken down in this way into a
thematic stratum, a rhetorical stratum and a discursive stratum. The
expression level can be grasped through a series of strata dedicated to audio
and visual staging, the perspective, spatial, and temporal organization of the
textual surface of audiovisual data.
Furthermore, audiovisual data belong to a genre (a genre being an
historic model – a tradition – that imposes a certain organization, a certain
configuration on the different strata making up the data). In this way, a
distinction can be made between, for example, fictional films,
documentaries, “simple” recordings of pro-filmic events, hobby and
ephemeral films, etc. Each genre not only imposes a certain order on the
different strata making up audiovisual data (see [STO 03]), but also restrains
the interactions between the audiovisual data, their environment and the
actors that form their ecosystem. We can thus observe systematic variations
in the reception, interpretation, and reutilization of author films, ephemeral
films like ads or even hobby films.
Finally, audiovisual data can be broken up into smaller entities (e.g.
sequences, visual outlines, arbitrary time segments, etc.) and form larger
entities (e.g. collections, corpuses, intertextual networks, even whole
archives, etc.). In other words, the audiovisual data are signs or rather
systems of signs that form texts or, as we prefer to say using the analogy of a
landscape, signifying textscapes elaborated and used by the actors in a
communication ecosystem to produce a universe of values (of meanings),
put on a performance, circulate and share messages, and transmit and teach
traditions.
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These three aspects – the stratification of audiovisual data, their
belonging to a genre and their compositional nature – form a general
theoretical framework of structural semiotic inspiration to construct a
metalanguage and description models, on the one hand, to analyze
audiovisual corpuses and, on the other hand, to publish or rather republish
corpuses of such data.
At the same time, this metalanguage and its description models also serve
to impose a “policy”, even a style of analysis and publication/republication,
and to coordinate, to manage the concrete activities of analysis and
publication/republication performed by individual or collective actors
forming a “discourse” community around a taste, a brand, an opinion, a star,
etc. and depending on a shared collection of audiovisual data.
4.2.1. Archiving and appropriation of audiovisual data
Typical activities are organized around audiovisual data, in the form of
concrete actions or interactions generally expressing practices (professional,
personal, etc.), more or less formalized (i.e. being performed in reference to
a model or an underlying script). Among these various activities, we can
particularly distinguish between:
– the construction activities of the “(audiovisual) data” object including
activities like those of conception, elaboration, publication, diffusion or even
the conservation of audiovisual data (or a corpus of data);
– the appropriation activities of the “(audiovisual) data” object
including activities, for example, the (selective) reception of audiovisual
data, their interpretation, modification, adaptation, exploitation in specific
situations, etc.
The first category of activities combines all those that fall more
specifically under the category of “authoring” audiovisual data like, for
example, the writing of a synopsis or a scenario, filming preparation
activities, filming, rough assembly, assembly, postproduction, etc. Also a
part of this first category of activities are all activities that intersperse –
through a textual genetics perspective – the different life stages of
audiovisual data, from their “birth” to their “death” by going through the
different phases of updating, editing and distributing them.
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More specifically, concerning the sector of audiovisual research archives,
this first category is made up of those that are part of the reference model for
the constitution of an audiovisual archive. In [STO 11a], this process is
described in greater detail in five stages:
– Stage 1: Preparation activities before the recording of a setting sensu
lato, i.e. including the recordings of scientific settings strictly speaking in
ethnology, sociology, linguistics, etc. as well as those of a scientific event
(colloquium, seminar, etc.) or a cultural one (concert, exposition, etc.).
– Stage 2: Setting recording activities and data collection activities with
an eye to constitute a site documentation corpus (sensu lato, see above).
– Stage 3: Processing and analysis of a corpus (work) documenting a
setting (sensu lato, see above).
– Stage 4: Prepublication and publication/republication of previously
processed and analyzed audiovisual corpuses.
– Stage 5: Activities finalizing the process of working on the corpus.
Each of these stages is distinguished by a series of more specialized
activities, has explicit procedures that govern these activities, is
instrumented (i.e. is supported by an environment of tools necessary for the
realization of an activity), is explicitly documented (i.e. is the object of
practical guides) and produces a corpus of data and metadata documenting a
heritage.
Concerning the second category of activities introduced above, they fall
under the active and subjective appropriation of audiovisual data (or a corpus
of audiovisual data) by an individual or collective actor. In fact, here we find
the phenomena debated today, such as those of (re)mediatizing audiovisual
data, (re)editorializing it, enriching it, rewriting it or even reassembling it
(see [STO 11a, STO 11b, STO 12]). We also find here the issue of the
creation of value of or through textual and audiovisual data – central issue in
the emerging reflections on new economy shapes based on meaning (value)
and experience.
In fact, there are few digital data (audiovisual or otherwise) that constitute,
in and of themselves, a true resource in the framework, for example, of
teaching, university research or even for a communication/promotion
campaign for a scientific heritage. In general, the user of audiovisual
data (such as a teacher, a student, a trainer, a researcher, an editor, a
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“communicator”, etc.) must bring them some more or less significant
additions, modifications, etc. in order to adapt them to his usage needs. In
other words, the user of the audiovisual resource (the teacher, the student, the
researcher, etc.) becomes, in turn, the author of the audiovisual resource –
author in the traditional sense or the more or less broad, figurative sense. Here,
we are faced with the problem, so widely discussed in the knowledge industry,
of the auctorial function underlying the (more or less definitive) questioning
of its classic and traditional definition (the author as an easily identifiable
person or group of people).
Let’s quickly consider some scenarios to demonstrate the reeditorialization
(resegmentation, reanalysis, republication, etc.) process for audiovisual data
or a corpus of audiovisual data. It is a matter of adapting the cultural profile
of audiovisual data or even a corpus of audiovisual data to the cultural
profile of potential users, that is, to their expectations, their knowledge and,
finally, their needs and interests. This adaptation can concern the different
semiotic strata identified above, it can be applied to specific segments of
audiovisual data, and it can lead to more or less significant modifications
such that the original corpus or part of the original corpus “changes skins” to
acquire all the characteristics of a new text.
In this way, existing audiovisual data can be rewritten at the thematic
level by deleting certain themes, adding other themes and specializing an
already existing theme in order to modify the selection of appropriate
information. For example, an already published interview dedicated to
presenting a social group’s culture can be gradually completed with new
information on this group, more detailed information or even modified,
updated, etc. information. This is a rewriting that targets the subjects of a
corpus of audiovisual data, in particular. It is an essential form of rewriting
insofar as specific contexts of using an already existing audiovisual corpus
necessarily require the consideration of all subjects that can but do not have
to be present in the said corpus. This vital conformation of the subjects or
topics available in a given corpus in relation to the thematic attempts of a
community of users is, moreover, one of the main driving forces of activities
such as localization and the update of information (thematically pertinent, it
must be understood). Also, this form of rewriting – alone or in unison with
other forms of rewriting – serves to “update” information previously relevant
to a field of knowledge and to the management of the lasting quality of this
information.
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Audiovisual data can be rewritten at the narrative level, for example, as a
change in a subject’s position in a given reading process. In this way, the
linear series of sequences making up the interview with a researcher
dedicated to the culture of a social group can be modified and reassembled
such that the themes filtering the information relevant to such and such
particular aspect of the group in question are gathered at the start of the
series of sequences. However, modifications concerning the reading process,
the process of appropriating the content of an audiovisual datum, can be
numerous and take on subtle and complex forms; it all depends on the
structure of the narrative pattern underlying a given process. A field of
central application, here, is that of learning, acquiring knowledge relative to
a given field.
The discursive and rhetorical rewriting of audiovisual data can concern,
for example, the framing of specific information, that is, focusing on a given
piece of information and its hierarchization in relation to others. In this way,
a specific aspect of the social group dealt with in an interview with a
researcher can be – a posteriori – emphasized in the form of specific
discursive expansion processing using comments, explanations, critiques,
even aids for understanding, etc. Such “processing” only shows that such or
such aspect dealt with a priori in an already published interview takes on
particular importance in the scope of a new communication such that the
discursive and rhetorical rewriting of this part of the document disseminating
the information in question becomes a condition sine qua non for its new
appropriated and efficient use. This specific form of rewriting “serves” again
to conform existing audiovisual data, a posteriori, to pedagogic usage
contexts, but it also serves for all sorts of professional communication where
it is a matter of clarifying, debating and commenting on a given piece of
information in order to acquire a more complete vision, also more in depth,
of a domain, a question or a problem.
Finally, the rewriting of data or a corpus of audiovisual data at the level
of expression of a piece of information covers different forms of translation
in the semiotic sense of the information concerned: translation from a source
language to a target language, translation in the sense of oral transcription
(for information expressed in written form), etc. In this way, information
produced in French during an interview with a researcher dedicated to the
culture of a social group can be subtitled, literally translated, dubbed, but
also recapped, summarized, even reinterpreted and adapted in Russian,
German or any other natural language. Published in spoken form, it can be
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transcribed into a printable text and vice versa. But this is also the visual
staging (sensu lato) of given information that can be rewritten so as to be
better adapted to a new use, to the habits and attempts of a “new”
community. In this way, information on a certain aspect of a social group
can be published in the form of a fixed visual frame exposing an “American
shot” showing the researcher as he speaks at the camera. This staging, very
unsophisticated, can be perfectly rewritten in various forms: the researcher
filmed by two, even many cameras, allowing a montage of a certain variety
of camera angles and frames, the exposition of the information developed by
the researcher in the form of a montage completing the researcher’s
discourse with sequences of static images, even audiovisual recordings from
“on site”, etc.
Let us not forget that the analysis and reanalysis just as well as the
writing and rewriting of a corpus of audiovisual data are complex cognitive
operations aiming to “pass on” a message to a potential recipient. These are
operations that are necessarily placed in a defined intercultural context, on
the one hand, by the cultural profile making up the identity, the specificity of
the corpus, and, on the other hand, by the cultural profile of the potential
recipient of this corpus. Let us remember that the operations of
writing/rewriting an audiovisual corpus or a part of it are cognitive
operations that are part of cultural mediation at the support of one or several
media (hence the significant change in terminology from cultural mediation
or remediation to remediatization). These cognitive operations appear, in
fact, as “solutions” (more or less successful, more or less effective) in the
face of large questions concerning all communication.
In order that a digital archive may fully occupy the aforementioned
function and status of a reference model in the communication ecosystem of
a community of actors, particular interest must be shown in the modeling
and instrumentation of these different activities that we have just discussed
briefly. This is one of the central objectives of the research and development
project Campus AAR (“AAR” for “Archives Audiovisuelles de la
Recherche”, Audiovisual Research Archives), which is the result of some 20
years of research on archives and digital libraries, of which 15 years were
dedicated more precisely to the issue of the constitution and exploitation of
audiovisual corpuses documenting research in the social sciences and
humanities.
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4.2.2. General presentation of the Campus AAR environment
The principal objective of the Campus AAR project is to develop a
deployable software infrastructure and a collection of terminological
resources allowing an archive owner to analyze, display, republish, research
and render audiovisual resources interoperable according to a semiotic
approach for a varied public including actors in the world of research as well
as those from the world of preservation and promotion of cultural heritages.
By adopting a resolutely cognitive and semiotic [STO 12] approach of
audiovisual archives, the Campus AAR project prioritizes the analysis of the
structural specificities (thematic, narrative, discursive, pragmatic, visual and
sound, etc.) particular to all audiovisual media. The base hypothesis is that
this approach can satisfy the multiple attempts and needs of all actors – all
participating parties – who hope to actively get involved with an audiovisual
medium to transform it into an intellectual resource in the strictest sense –
into a resource adapted to specific usage contexts: education, research,
promotion and cultural mediation, strictly speaking.
From the scientific and technological point of view, the specificity of this
project depends on the elaboration of a solution constructed entirely on
“semantic web” technologies being articulating around the development of
an RDF triplestore adapted to the description of audiovisual content to
ensure the persistence of the metadata produced, but also to construct
innovative description, content research and multimedia publication services
adapted to the use of expert communities from the SSH domain. The heart of
the project is thus made up of a Campus AAR work environment made up
notably of a “back office” and a tool for the analysis, publication and
modeling of an archive’s discourse universe entitled Studio Campus AAR
(Figure 4.1). In Figure 4.2, the different functionalities offered by Studio
Campus AAR can be seen. Of particular note are:
– the uploading of audiovisual data stored in an OAI repository and its
(virtual) (re)segmentation;
– the analysis of audiovisual data (of media, in the project’s terminology)
with the help of a domain ontology, i.e. representing an archive’s discourse
universe (particular among them, the topoi or “large themes”);
– the constitution and analysis of corpuses of audiovisual data with the
help of a domain ontology;
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– the management of the individuals (named entities, terms, etc.) making
up a domain ontology (or several ontologies) and that are used or created by
the analysis to perform a description of audiovisual data;
– the publication/republication of data or a corpus of audiovisual data
with the help of a publication ontology specifying different publication
formats or genres such as video-lexicons, thematic folders or even narrative
paths;
– the semantic search through audiovisual data;
– the modeling of an archive’s discourse universe in the form of a domain
ontology and appropriate description models.

Figure 4.1. The Campus AAR environment
with its Studio; graphic created by F. Lemaitre

Figure 4.1 more precisely identifies the three main roles that interact with
the Studio Campus AAR:
– the modeler is the person or the group of people who elaborates, tests
and validates the domain’s ontology and the audiovisual data’s description
models;
– the analyst is the person or the group of people whose principal tasks
are the identification (localization) of audiovisual data (of media, in the
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project’s terminologgy) accessibble in one oor several OAI
O
repositories, the
uploadin
ng and analyysis of data one by one or in the foorm of a corppus and,
finally, the managem
ment of the individuals (terms, lexiccons, named entities,
non-verrbal signs, etcc.);
– thee editorial manager
m
is the person or group of people who,
w
by
scenario, searches for and localiizes the
dependiing on a publication
p
previously analyzedd audiovisual data (mediia) to perform
m a new pubblication
of them
m with the hellp of a publiccation ontoloogy.
The analyses annd publicatioons realized with Studioo Campus AAR
A
can
either be distributedd to specializzed portals (ssee Figure 4.1) or integraated into
websites. The analyyses can be exported
e
intoo OAI repossitories by haarvesters
like ISID
DORE2.

Figure 4.2
2. Screenshott of the Studio Campus AAR
R menu bar

4.3. Ed
diting know
wledge grap
phs – the Sttudio Camp
pus AAR ex
xample
Stud
dio Campus AAR
A
constittutes a client-server platfform dedicateed to the
descripttion, researcch and reeditorializationn (republicattion) of auddiovisual
content.. As said, it depends on languagges and technologies from
fr
the
semantiic web to offfer expressivvity, extensiibility and innteroperabiliity along
the who
ole informatioon processinng and promootion chain.
This platform tarrgets expert communitiess in particulaar by allowinng them,
on the one
o hand, to develop or reuse
r
ontologgical resourcces particularr to their
domain for the desccription of auudiovisual coontent and, on
o the other hand, to

2 See http
p://www.recherrcheisidore.fr/
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emphasize these contents through website creation assistance. In a fully
integrated way, the platform manages the content descriptions, the named
entities (people, organizations, locations, etc.) and their properties, as well as
the (re)publications as RDF knowledge graphs controlled by ontological
resources formalized in RDFS/OWL.
The editing of these two types of resources, ontologies and graphs, by
modelers and analysts, who are not specialists in knowledge engineering,
constitutes the most important stake of this work. One efficient solution
consists in using the language OWL2 to guide the realization of well-formed
graphs through various adaptive interfaces. These control possibilities are
accompanied by great flexibility in data management thanks to the use of
triplestore RDF databases for their persistence and querying through the use
of the language SPARQL.
4.3.1. Context
In recent years, more and more operators (industrial and institutional) are
abandoning the eternal relational model in favor of alternate solutions
exploiting knowledge graphs to represent their data. Among these systems
based on graphs, “triplestores” represent a particular category exploiting the
languages of the W3C such as RDF, RDFS, OWL or even SPARQL.
The notion of formal ontology lies at the heart of these new data
management systems. It describes real-world interactions in the form of
abstract classes and relationships between the individuals (instances) of these
classes. The instancing of these ontological elements gives rise to a graph
that compares the knowledge available at a given moment. The ability to
reason with this knowledge represents a centerpiece of these new systems. It
allows new facts to be deduced from existing facts; let us cite, for example,
the works of the BBC [KIR 10] and Red Bull [KUR 12], which propose
solutions for the management and enrichment of athletic content.
The shape of the knowledge graph must obey the abstract definition of
the ontology’s elements. For example, to establish a particular relationship
between two individual instances of two ontological classes, these two
classes must belong to the set of authorized classes as declared in the formal
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definition of the relationship. We are referring to all of the domains (in the
RDFS formalism) and all of the ranges. The W3C’s norms and
recommendations define the modalities of data representation, reasoning and
control. The RDF standard establishes the general framework of data
representation in the form of triples (subject, predicate, object). RDFS
defines the data representation outline and establishes a first control level
based on the signature of the properties, which allows the ensured coherence
of the data. OWL2 expands this outline by including the possibility of
describing complex classes in the form of class intersections, for example,
and also allows restrictions and cardinalities to be defined for the properties.
The editing of knowledge graphs is a task that can end up being complex,
especially when the general nature constraint excludes the realization of a
“tailor-made” interface totally adapted to a fixed model. This problem has
been dealt with in [CHE 09] and [LAL 09] in particular, in which the
graphical editing of knowledge graphs is guided by the provision of a
collection of template graphs defined in the ontology. These templates are
developed by the modeler to guide the user and ensure coherence to all the
descriptions. This approach has been instrumented in the CoGui3 software.
The work described here uses the axiomatic OWL2 used to define complex
editing templates. For example, if the writers of a literary work are
restrained, in the ontology, to only French writers of the 20th Century, the
graph editor must analyze this expression and only propose the writers with
French nationality and a date of birth situated in the 20th Century.
The axiomatic OWL2 can also be used a posteriori to classify
individuals. In this case, the individuals are created freely without any
previous control of the restrictions defined in the ontology. The reasoners
(see Hermit [GLI 10], Pellet [SIR 05], etc.) applied to the data a posteriori
allow the logical descriptions to be interpreted and the individuals to be
typed by the named classes/anonymous correspondents.
In a configuration with high ontology dynamicity, where the anonymous
class identifiers are in a state of constant change, we propose a hybrid
approach that combines the guidance of editing above with the axiomatic
OWL2 while only storing in the knowledge base a simplified version of the
edited graph in conformance with RDFS. The following paragraphs present
the solutions proposed for editing knowledge graphs in greater detail.
3 See http://www.lirmm.fr/cogui/
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4.3.2. Representa
R
ations of O
OWL2 restriictions
The signature of
o a propertyy is always representedd by its appplication
domain and its rangge. The dom
main is the whole
w
of insttances on whhich this
propertyy can be appplied. For exaample, the doomain of thee property “w
writer” is
the classs of literary works. The range repressents the spaan of possiblle values
for this property. Foor example, the
t range of tthe property “writer” is all
a of the
ways set on a property annd allows
physical people. Ann OWL2 restrriction is alw
its rangee to be restricted by definning:
– thee exact valuees, in which case we speeak of the enumeration of values.
For exaample, the genre
g
of a liiterary workk must be one
o of the foollowing
values: history, sciennce-fiction, crime,
c
biograaphy or storyy;
– thee complex (aanonymous) classes by ccombining seeveral classees named
with thee help of sett theory opeerators like intersection,
i
union, compplement,
etc. Forr example, thhe opera singer must be ann Italian or French
F
perforrmer.
A reestriction is defined witth the help of logical, first-order formulas.
fo
Logical connectors as well as universal annd existentiaal quantifierss are the
main lo
ogical operaators used to describee a restrictiion. Two types
t
of
restrictions can be distinguished
d
d:
– A simple restriiction, whichh is applied tto a single leevel of propeerties by
specializing their rannges. Figuree 4.3, taken fr
from Stanfordd’s Protégé software,
s
shows an example of a simplle restrictionn placed onn the two prroperties
“perform
mer” and “w
work” of a musical performance having
h
to taake their
values from
f
all the physical peeople and musical
m
workks, respectiveely. This
type off restriction is easy too implementt and interppret by a reasoner.
r
Howeveer, in certaain cases, it
i requires the creation of “anonnymous”
intermediate classes that are only
o
used inn the particcular contexxt of the
restriction;

Figurre 4.3. Simple
e restriction on
n Stanford’s Prrotégé
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– A recursive
r
resstriction, whiich is appliedd to a chain of
o properties. First of
all, it sp
pecifies the range of thee first properrty of the chhain, the rannge itself
possessiing propertiees that underrgo this restrriction, etc. Figure 4.4 shows an
examplee of a recurrsive restrictiion that lim
mits the property “work” to only
musicall works com
mposed by French women. The advantage of this
restriction is that it allows the intrinsic
i
desccription of inntermediate complex
classes (anonymouss classes) without expliciitly creating new namedd classes.
mposed by a French
In this example, thhe two classses “musicaal work com
woman”” and “Frennch woman”” are impliccitly createdd by the reestriction
formulaa. The draw
wback lies in the diifficulty of implementiing and
interpreeting the form
mula.

Figure
e 4.4. Recursivve restriction o
on Stanford’s Protégé
P

Figure 4.5.
4 Tree of re
estrictions
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An OWL2 restriction is interpreted by the reasoner in order to identify
and suggest the classes and individuals that are compatible. It is
implemented in the form of a tree whose nodes are the logical operators
(intersection, union, complement, universal and existential quantifiers) and
the leaves are the classes, properties and property values. The reasoner goes
through this tree and suggests the most appropriate basic ontological
elements (classes, individuals) for each level of interpretation. For example,
the restriction “musical work composed by an Italian composer and
performed by a French singer” is represented by the following tree
(Figure 4.5):
4.3.3. Resolution of OWL2 restrictions
Several strategies from the literature for processing the tree can be
applied to our tree of restrictions: in depth at first, broadly at first, etc. Each
of these has advantages and disadvantages. In certain cases, this process can
be realized in parallel, which would improve the resolution time. For
example, in the previous figure, the two large branches of the tree (2 and 3)
concern two completely independent properties (composer and singer of a
work). It is thus possible to apply the corresponding filters to each musical
work at the same time.
In this article, we are interested in an in-depth-first processing approach
to illustrate our solution. The reasoner starts by analyzing the first branch of
the tree (1) and recovers all the instances from the “musical work” category.
He then applies the filter defined in the second branch of the tree to each of
these. This concerns the composers of the work who must be “physical
people” of Italian nationality. If the work responds to this constraint, it will
undergo the filter in the third branch, which only keeps those works whose
performers are physical people of French nationality. If the work is kept, it
will then be suggested to the user.
The reasoner adopts the same tree-processing approach for the suggestion
of classes that are compatible with the restriction. The analysis of the first
branch allows all the sub-classes and classes equivalent to the “musical
work” class to be recovered. The filter from the second branch only keeps,
among all those classes, those whose “composer” property or one of its
super-properties undergoes a category constraint (“physical person”) and a
nationality constraint (“Italian”). In the same way, the third filter only keeps
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those whose “singer” property or one of its super-properties undergoes
category constraints (“physical person”) and nationality constraints
(“French”). The classes kept will then be suggested to the user.
In a client/server configuration where the client only has a partial view of
the knowledge base, it is vital to generate SPARQL queries from the tree of
restrictions so as to propose to the user the individuals who are not present in
the memory. The reasoner goes along the tree of restrictions and transforms
the logical operators (intersection_of, union_of, complement_of) into
SPARQL operators (AND, UNION, NOT). Each elementary restriction (the
restriction on the composer, the singer and the nationality) is transformed
into a SPARQL target. The query constructed in this way allows a distant
knowledge base to be questioned in order to find the entities compatible with
the restriction. The following outline (Figure 4.6) shows the SPARQL query
generated from the tree presented in Figure 4.5.
Select ?work where {
?work rdf:type <Musical work>.
?work ontology:composer ?composer.
?work ontology:singer? singer.
?composer rdf:type <Physical person>.
?composer ontology:nationality <Italy>.
? singer rdf:type <Physical person>.
? singer ontology:nationality <France>.
}
Figure 4.6. SPARQL query generated from the tree represented in Figure 4.5

4.3.4. Loosening constraints
Our issue of interpreting formulas to control knowledge editing is
distinguished from the classification approach of existing reasoners like
Hermit [GLI 10], Pellet [SIR 05] or Racer [HAA 04] by considering
problems of information incompleteness during the editing phase and thus
through a more flexible interpretation of the notion of Open World
Assumption of OWL2.
In fact, the universal ( ∀ ) and existential ( ∃ ) quantifiers can make a
restriction strong or weak. The universal quantifier tolerates the presence of
properties without values. The existential quantifier, on the other hand,
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demandds the existennce of at leaast one valuee per properrty. Notwithsstanding,
the nam
med entities, which
w
are creeated indepeendently of all restrictions, do not
necessarily respond to the particcular conditiions requesteed by a givenn object;
as a result, there is a certain inccompletenesss of the dataa due to not knowing
k
the valuues to seize or
o due to the time given tto do this. Thhe graph ediitor must
thereforre be able too loosen certtain constrainnts to allow the user to find the
sought-aafter entities.
Let us take thee example of
o the following restricction placedd on the
propertyy “writer” of
o a literary work and tthat must taake the valuue of all
Francopphone writerrs having won
w
the Priix Goncourtt. The restriiction is
represennted here byy the constraiints placed oon the authorr’s writing laanguage,
which must
m be “Frennch”, and thee prize won by
b this writeer, which muust be the
“Prix Goncourt”.
G
H
However,
an author’s wriiting languagge is not neccessarily
mentionned in its auuthority recoord. The looosening of thhe constrainnt on the
languagge thus alloows Francopphone writerrs to be foound whose writing
languagge was not giiven.
The loosening off constraintss consists in ignoring cerrtain branchees of the
tree of restrictions while goingg along it. T
This can be partial
p
or tootal. In a
partial loosening, the
t branchess concerned are all of those that define a
constraiint on the property values. Conssequently, thhe new treee (after
looseninng) will be made
m
up onlyy of constraiints on the properties’ raange. For
examplee, after loosening the coonstraints inn the examplle of Figure 4.7, we
obtain thhe followingg tree:

Figure 4.7.. Loosening off constraints
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This loosening allows the structure of the initial restriction to be
respected and the suggestion of irrelevant individuals to be limited.
However, it can miss certain pertinent individuals that do not perfectly fit
into this framework.
In a total loosening of constraints, the only branches maintained are the
root classes, that is, the constraint on the range of the property concerned by
the initial restriction. This loosening widens the field of values for this
property, but can include irrelevant individuals. In the previous example, the
total loosening of constraints leads to a tree including the single node
“Musical Work”.
The loosening of constraints is presented in the graph editor as a
supplementary option to the classical selection of individuals. It promotes
the reuse of existing individuals, thus the creation of fewer repetitions. It
also highlights the individuals whose properties are not entirely listed to be
able to complete them later. Failing that, this loosening can render the
knowledge base incoherent owing to a possible lack of respect for the
restrictions expressed in the ontology.
4.3.5. Classification of individuals
The classification of individuals is the mechanism that allows an instance
to be associated with classes (named or anonymous) from the ontology. In
addition to its “rdf:type” identifying its direct named class(es), this
mechanism depends on other RDFS/OWL characteristics. Among these
characteristics:
– the transitivity of “subClassOf” allows an instance to be typed by the
super-classes of its direct named classes;
– the transitivity and symmetry of “equivalentClass” allows an instance
to be typed by the classes equivalent to its direct named classes;
– an instance can also be typed by the range of a property of which it is
the value.
In OWL2, an anonymous class is a class stemming from an axiomatic
definition that restricts the use of another class. For example, “Francophone
writers”, defined as a logical formula, is an anonymous class that restrains
the “writer” category. Contrary to named classes, an anonymous class does
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not have a lasting URI between two editions of the ontology. An instance
from an anonymous class is locally typed by that class’s URI and will thus
be submitted to its restrictions. This type can evolve during the graph editing
process and is recalculated each time an operation is performed on the
corresponding instance, which can therefore be reused in another model
graph. Let us consider the example of two restrictions:
– R1: the literary work (O1) must have writers typed as “Francophone
writers” (S1);
– R2: the literary work (O2) must have writers typed as “20th Century
French writers” (S2).
In this way, an instance of S1 (a Francophone writer) cannot be used to
edit O2. However, if his nationality (French) is listed as well as his date of
birth (20th Century), this instance will then be typed by S2 and can thus be
used in O2.
When a graph is backed up in the triplestore, the reasoning engine
exchanges all the anonymous types for the most highly represented named
classes in each of them. In order to do this, the engine must go along the tree
of restrictions with total loosening of constraints in order to determine the
named classes that will replace the anonymous classes.
Then, during a new graph editing session, a classification engine
reestablishes these anonymous types by going along the tree of restrictions
and partially loosening the constraints to consider the incomplete data. For
each instance, it verifies the partial respect of the different constraints
expressed by the tree’s branches. If the check is conclusive, the instance will
be typed by the anonymous class that corresponds to this tree. This process
can be seen as a projection of the model graphs (defined by restrictions) onto
instance graphs and consequently instance classification graphs in the
manner of existing OWL2 reasoners like Pellet and Hermit.
In the previous example, an instance from the anonymous class “20th
Century French writers” will be stored in the knowledge base in the “writer”
category. Upon loading the graph containing this instance, its anonymous
types will be recalculated as a function of its properties and the context of its
use.
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4.3.6. Opening and interoperability with the web of data
The adoption of the standards of the WC3 semantic web (rdf/rdfs, OWL,
SPARQL) allows the assurance of interoperability between the data
produced locally by the graph editor with external knowledge bases and
particularly those that are open on the Web, such as DBpedia, Geonames,
VIAF and MusicBrainz. This interoperability allows:
– the identification of the individuals created locally by identifiers
accepted around the world, such as the ISRC (International Standard
Recording Code), which is a unique identification code attributed to works;
– the assurance of a certain quality of the knowledge base by comparing
the local entities with entities identified on the Web and highlighting
potential incompatibilities with them;
– the completion of the semantic research performed on the local
knowledge base by requests directed at the web of data to resolve data
incompleteness;
– the enrichment of the local entities by information from outside,
particularly for considerations of data publication;
– the annotation of the audiovisual content by individuals or concepts
available on the web of data;
– the support for the annotator in his documentation task by proposing
rich, trustworthy information from web knowledge bases.
Access to these bases can be gained via:
– SPARQL queries if the knowledge base exhibits a “SPARQL Endpoint”
on the Web;
– HTTP queries if the knowledge base is accompanied by an API REST
providing access services to it;
– access to a local implementation of the knowledge base if a dump of
that base is available on the Web and is installed on a server connected to the
company’s Intranet or on the Cloud.
Entities coming from different sources can designate a single entity in the
real world. Their similarities are detected by recursively comparing their key
properties. These represent discriminating properties that allow a given
entity to almost certainly be identified. For example, it is accepted that the
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combination of first name, last name, date of birth and date of death form a
certain key for identifying a physical person. Similar entities can have
similar, complementary or even contradictory properties. A fusion data task
allows these properties of a single entity to be regrouped recursively.
Various regrouping criteria can be imagined: the precision of property values
(complete data with month/date/year vs. year alone), the number of
occurrences of each value (voting system), the quality of the knowledge
bases concerned (reliability of data), etc. This allows a compact and
simplified view of the data to be presented to the user.
4.3.7. Graphical interfaces
A knowledge graph generally presents rather complex data connections
for direct exploitation by a lambda user. The graphic interfaces developed
over this type of graph must reduce the complexity of editing it and respond
to certain criteria:
– Simplicity: the graphic interface must present a simple data display by
regrouping them according to various perspectives. This regrouping allows
the user to be guided in his exploration of these data by presenting him, at
each stage, a partial view of the knowledge graph. Several regrouping
criteria can be imagined, the first of these being the exploitation of the data
hierarchy that allows the display to be marked off at a single level for a
given node on the graph. Regroupings according to precise properties or
classes can also be performed, in which case access to the data is granted
following those criteria;
– Adaptability: the graphic interface must be adapted automatically to the
ontology used to edit a knowledge graph and to all changes in its classes
and/or properties;
– Dynamism: the interface must be adapted dynamically to all changes
able to occur in the course of editing a knowledge graph. This includes:
changing the editing ontology and the selection of a new object to edit;
– Reusability: the interface must be reusable to edit different types of
semantic graphs in the scope of any activity: media analysis, management of
individuals, semantic research, management of corpuses, author publication.
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Form (general public use)

Record (advanced use)

Dynamic tree and tabs
(general public use)

Graph (advanced use)

Triples (expert use)

Figure 4.8. Knowledge graph editing interfaces

The interfaces that we have developed to edit knowledge graphs respect
these criteria and exploit all the completion functionalities presented in the
previous parts of this work. They are each dedicated to a precise use, as
presented in the table above (Figure 4.8).
4.4. Application to media analysis
The semiotic analysis of a medium consists, among other things, in
describing the subjects evoked by the medium from different angles
(thematic, visual, sound, rhetorical, etc.). Formal knowledge representation
languages allow descriptions to be produced in the form of a graph that
compares these subjects by combining knowledge, concepts and objects
from the real world. Figure 4.9 shows the thematic and rhetorical analysis of
a medium, performed in two distinct strata. The segments from the thematic
stratum evoke the following subjects: “archaeology”, “the history of ancient
Egypt” and “Mayan civilization”. Each of these promotes a certain number
of concepts, objects and individuals. The subject “archaeology”, for
example, concerns an archaeological excavation site and the material
remains discovered there, all explained by an archaeologist. The segments
from the rhetorical stratum, on the other hand, present rhetorical
relationships between these objects and individuals. The first segment, for
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examplee, describes a discussion between thee archaeologist, who expplains the
excavattion operatioon, and the historian,
h
whho talks aboout ancient Egyptian
E
construcctions.

Figure 4.9.. Example of a knowledge g
graph for mediium analysis

The application of our graphh editing sollution (preseented in the previous
p
section)) to the dom
main of mediium analysiss produces a system of semiotic
descripttion of audioovisual conteent that allow
ws graphs likke the one presented
p
in the previous
p
figuure to be produced. The characteristic
c
cs of this system are
presenteed in detail inn the followiing paragraphhs.
4.4.1. Model
M
of au
udiovisual description
The thematic, rhhetorical, vissual and souund aspects of
o an analyssis of an
audiovissual documeent are repressented, in thhe annotationn tool, in the form of
descripttion strata, as
a shown inn Figure 4.110, and allocated on a timeline
synchroonized with a video playeer. A stratum
m is made upp of several segments
s
that tem
mporally desscribe the suubjects coverred in a meedium. The user
u
can
create/ddelete as manny of these as desired. He can alsoo adjust a seegment’s
time co
odes to position it corrrectly on thhe timeline. These two objects
(stratum
m, segment) can
c also be created
c
autom
matically by an annotatioon tool if
the corrresponding reestrictions deemand the usse of a precisse type of eacch.
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Figure 4.10. Example of a generated visual
segment map and the associated metadata

4.4.2. Reference works and description models
4.4.2.1. Modularity of the ontologies
A semantic graph must be created under the control of an ontology
describing a given domain’s annotation objects and their interactions, in
which case a domain ontology is spoken of. Our annotation system is
capable of managing several different domain ontologies simultaneously;
each of these completes and/or specializes the system’s core ontology as a
function of the specificities of the domain it describes. As such, a medium
can be analyzed differently according to different domain ontologies.
From an archaeological standpoint, for example, the analysis of a
medium must highlight the material remnants discovered and the scenarios
envisioned around this discovery. From an academic research standpoint,
however, the analysis of this same medium must emphasize the tools used
and the methods adopted to successfully complete the archaeological
excavation. In the scope of the Campus AAR project, several domain
ontologies were tested in this system, among them:
– the description ontology from the INA archives;
– the description ontology from the Archives de l’histoire des
mathématiques (AHM4);

4 To access the AHM portal through the HAL – CAMPUS AAR site, log in to https://halcampusaar.archives-ouvertes.fr/
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– the description ontology from the Archives rencontre des cultures
(ARC5);
– the description ontology from the Patrimoine audiovisuel de la
recherche en SHS (AGORA6).
4.4.2.2. Use of SKOS vocabularies
The semiotic analysis of a medium also consists in associating thesaurus
terms with it to thematize and classify it. This also allows it to be searched
for or even accessed (in a publication in the form of a website) by properties
like the genre and the classification. In an RDF world, a thesaurus is
generally modeled in the SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System)
norm as being a collection of principles connected to one another by
generalization (broader) and specialization (narrower) relationships. This
pattern where the thesaurus terms are represented by SKOS concepts is
perfectly integrated into our description system, which provides the
mechanisms necessary for the search and allocation of these concepts to the
media analyzed. Proprietary thesauruses like the INA’s thesaurus of
common nouns or even the BNF’s Rameau (Répertoire d’Autorité-Matière
Encyclopédique et Alphabétique Unifié) have been tested in this system.
Web reference works are also integrated into the description system
through the establishment of links (mapping) between local ontological
elements and their web matches. These links allow existing data in external
databases to be exploited for the annotation of a medium. These data can be
different types of named entities (person, location, work, etc.) or thesaurus
terms like the Wiki categories available on the DBpedia database in the form
of SKOS thesauruses.
4.4.3. Description pattern
A description pattern is a guide allowing the user to follow an annotation
process. This pattern joins the description model and defines restrictions on
certain elements of it. The restrictions allow the specification of fields that

5 To access the ARC portal through the HAL – CAMPUS AAR site, log in to https://halcampusaar.archives-ouvertes.fr/
6 To access the AGORA portal through the HAL – CAMPUS AAR site, log in to https://halcampusaar.archives-ouvertes.fr/ http://www.agora.msh-paris.fr/agorafr.aspx
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must be fed information by the user, as well as the specification of the range
of values for each of these fields. At each step of the annotation process, the
system must be able to provide the user with the right classes and individuals
that are compatible with the corresponding restrictions.
In our annotation system, a description pattern is modeled in the form of
an OWL2 formula where the constraints set on the properties allow the
values of the fields to be restrained in the note. The annotation process can
be specified with the support of recursive restriction, e.g. “a thematic
medium analysis must contain a thematic stratum, which is solely made up
of thematic segments. These must describe subjects that compare annotation
objects”. This pattern will be represented in the system by a tree of
restrictions as explained above in section 4.3.2. The reasoning engine goes
along this tree and suggests compatible instances and classes to the user at
each step of the process. It is also possible to instance this whole annotation
chain and to compare all of its elements.
The disadvantage of this representation of the model graph lies in the
inability to express links between elements belonging to two distinct
branches of the tree. In other words, we cannot enforce cycles in graphs
defined purely in OWL2 (adding a system of rules would allow this
restriction to be resolved). The creation of new classes, on the other hand,
allows this obstacle to be bypassed.
4.4.4. The management of contexts
Descriptions in Campus AAR are articulated around two kinds of objects:
analysis procedure and named entity. An analysis procedure is, for example,
a thematic, rhetorical, visual and sound description performed on a medium.
Each of these procedures is represented by a stratum that can itself be broken
up into several time segments (for the description of the ontology, see
section 4.4.2.1). A named entity, also called an individual, is a lexical entry
that describes a real-world object (physical person, legal entity, location,
etc.). It can be used by one or several analyses under certain conditions
(restrictions). A restriction is all of the conditions of a “content” object’s use
(entity, stratum, segment, etc.) by a “containing” object.
In a semantic annotation system, the description of a medium is always
represented by an RDF graph that compares the individuals describing this

Comment [U1]: The text ‘see the paragraph
describing the ontology’ has been changed to ‘for
the description of the ontology, see section
4.4.2.1’. Please check if this is correct.
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medium. An individual is an instance of a given class and is characterized by
a group of properties. For example, Jacques Chirac (instance of a physical
person) is identified by his first name, last name, date of birth and
profession.
The notion of context is important to define the range of assertions made
in a knowledge graph because, in the model presented, the different graphs
are strongly interwoven due to the presence of shared nodes: the named
entities. The notion of a named RDF/SPARQL graph, completely distinct
from the notion of a knowledge graph, allows a knowledge graph to be very
finely partitioned by specifying for each triplet of components a fourth
component taking the form of a simple URI. The triplet (subject, predicate,
object) becomes a quad (subject, predicate, object, graph).
An individual is always created in a named graph in which its “rdf:type”
(belonging to a class) is inserted. We call this graph the individual’s initial
context. This can also be referenced in another graph where other properties
of the individual are inserted. This graph is called context of use. For
example, in a segment discussing Jacques Chirac as president, the
“profession” property will have the value “President of the French
Republic”. In a segment where Chirac appears as mayor, on the other hand,
his profession will be “Mayor of Paris”. Three types of contexts are used in
Campus AAR:
– the context of a segment where all information relative to this segment
is inserted, e.g. the subjects dealt with in this segment;
– the context of an analysis that regroups information describing this
analysis (author, date last modified, etc.);
– an individual can also have his own graph, in which case we speak of a
shared named entity (see the following section).
4.4.5. Suggestion of properties
The graphic interface is organized in the form of a dynamic form that is
automatically adapted to the entity in the course of editing. The form’s fields
represent the editable properties of this entity. The controls and suggestions
made on each field are the result of the transformation of the axiomatic
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defined in this field. Figure 4.11 shows the form of an instance of the subject
“Global cuisine” defined in the ARC ontology. All the properties of the
instance that were already described are presented to the left; to the right,
those that have not been. The user can select certain ones to complete his
form.

Figure 4.11. Dynamic formula

Editing is done hierarchically (hypertextually) where the fields that point
out complex objects give access to new forms describing these objects.
Figure 4.11 shows the form for the subject “Global cuisine”. This includes a
heading, the description of the topic “global cuisine”, the description of the
topic “specific theme” and the localization of this subject in a country of the
world, which is “China”. This last point is itself a complex object that gives
access to a new form in the “Country of the world” category.
4.4.6. Suggestion of property values
The objective of a model graph is to guide the user in his annotation task.
This necessarily includes precise suggestions of the most appropriate
ontological elements. The OWL2 restrictions are transformed into Prolog
and SPARQL queries in order to find the classes of the ontology, the
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individuals created at the heart of a note and the shared entities in the
triplestore.

Figure 4.12. Suggestions of named entities

In this way, for each property of an editable entity (note, named entity,
etc.), the annotation system suggests the compatible classes and individuals.
In Figure 4.12, a list of countries has been suggested by the tool, as the
restriction set on the property “localization” of a “subject” stipulates that the
values of this property must be countries of the world.
4.4.7. Opening on the web of data
Manual annotation is the surest method to guarantee a high quality of
data and is often adapted by enterprises/institutions that worry about this
quality. However, the human annotator is naturally subject to error and
slightly less trivial annotations generally require expertise and familiarity
with very diverse domains, failing which the annotator can spend a
considerable amount of time searching for the relevant, reliable information
he needs. Historically, the annotator has searched for this information in
encyclopedic books and manually completed his analysis.
With the appearance of the Web, this practice has evolved towards online
research where the annotator can consult encyclopedic websites like
Wikipedia. In recent years, the Web has seen significant progress in the
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representation and accessibility of data where information searches are done
more often on better-structured knowledge bases that offer new data
processing capabilities. For example:
– the interconnection and binding of these bases allows the problem of
data incompleteness to be overcome;
– this binding also allows content from different horizons to be connected
among themselves, thereby improving the visibility and accessibility of these
contents;
– the structuring and formalization in the form of semantic graphs
promotes reasoning of the data.
The idea is thus to take advantage of these abilities to find and collect the
data the annotator needs online; this allows him to accomplish his
documentation task quickly and efficiently. The semantic annotation system
that we propose exploits the same mechanisms provided by the graph editor
(presented in section 4.3.6) to access certain knowledge bases (DBpedia,
Geonames, Viaf and MusicBrainz) with the goal of:
– helping the annotator in his documentation task by offering him rich,
reliable information from web knowledge bases;
– annotating the audiovisual content with individuals or concepts
available on the web of data to ensure the interoperability of the local
knowledge base with external bases;
– connecting the local audiovisual content to external media available on
the Web to improve its visibility and accessibility.
4.5. Application to the management of individuals
4.5.1. Multi-ontology description
An individual is an instance of a given class and is characterized by a set
of properties. For example, Charles de Gaulle is an individual in the
“physical person” category and is characterized by properties like his first
name, last name and date of birth. An individual can have different
descriptions according to the domain in which they are performed. From a
political standpoint, for example, Charles de Gaulle can be presented as the
person who established the Fifth Republic and was its first president, as well
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as the person who instituted election by universal suffrage in France. From
an historic standpoint of 20th-Century military conflicts, however, he would
instead be presented as a resistance fighter from the onset, the liberator of
France and the person who put an end to the Algerian conflict. The system
that we propose for managing individuals allows a multi-ontology
description of the individuals. In this way, an individual has a minimal
description common to all the domains of description performed as a
function of the system’s core ontology. However, this same individual can
have different properties (and/or property values) according to different
domain ontologies. All of these properties are stored in the same individual
graph with no reference made to the ontologies in which they are declared.
When they are displayed, however, they are filtered by the annotation system
as a function of the ontology selected by the user.
4.5.2. Faceted browsing
The faceted browsing of individuals is the operation that aims to establish
groups of individuals according to certain criteria. For example, the facet
“20th Century German writers” is a group of individuals from the “physical
person” category who have “writer” as their profession and who were born
in the 20th Century. This type of grouping can be expressed with the support
of OWL2 expression and implemented in the system in the form of a tree of
restrictions. The reasoning engine goes along this tree to extract the
individuals who respond to the different constraints expressed in the
restriction.
A facet is always stored in the triplestore in the form of a logical
expression and has no permanent attachment to the individuals that it
contains. These individuals are dynamically added and deleted as a function
of the conformity of their properties to the conditions required by this facet.
4.5.3. An individual’s range
A local individual is an instance that is created locally, at the heart of an
analysis, in a given context (e.g. the context of a segment). It can be reused
and enriched in other local contexts belonging to the same analysis.
Different properties can thus be associated with it according to its different
contexts of use.
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A media individual is an instance that is created in its own graph (initial
context) and can be reused in the different analyses of this medium. The
initial context includes information that will be valuable for any possible use
of this individual. The reuse of the individual consists in defining or adding
certain properties that will only be useful in the new context of use. This
individual can be searched and found by the reasoner with the help of
SPARQL queries and can be deleted if it is not a reference in any other
context.
The third category of individuals is that of shared entities. Like for media
individuals, a shared entity has its own graph where the information able to
be shared by several documents is inserted. It can be found with the help of
SPARQL queries and reused (contextualized) several times to describe the
different media stored in the database.
An individual can be promoted from one category to another. For
example, the user can start by creating a local individual within a given
segment. This individual is reused several times within the same analysis, in
different segments. In the course of his documentation work, the user
realizes that this individual is starting to play a central role in the medium
analyzed. He then decides to promote it as a media individual so as to be
able to reuse it in other analyses of the same medium. Then, by working on
other documents, he realizes that this same individual from the real world is
referenced in the form of doubles in other media. He then transforms his
media individual into a shared entity and can thus use a single reference in
the description of new documents or by recovering descriptions containing
doubles.
4.6. Application to information searches
4.6.1. Semantic searches
The information search solution that we propose is a semantic search that
allows the sought objects to be structured, this structure to be projected onto
the knowledge base and sub-graphs that match it to be produced, as shown in
Figure 4.13. This structure is established with the support of the graph editor
(section 4.3) in the form of an RDF graph.
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Figu
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in thhe single inddividual thaat is directlyy tied to “thhe Eiffel
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dividuals andd named entities whose description responds
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constraiints expresseed by the sem
mantic query graph.
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4.6.2. Transformation of SPARQL query graphs
The semantic query graph must be transformed into a SPARQL query so
as to be able to question the knowledge base. For this, each trip of this graph
is transformed into a SPARQL endpoint. It is impossible, however, to
express set theory operations (intersection, union, complement) on the triples
of an RDF graph. To overcome this problem, the triples must be stored in
three different graphs depending on the operator that ties them: the first for
the intersection, the second for the complement and the third for the union of
the triples. Each of these will then be transformed into a SPARQL operator
(AND, UNION, NOT).
The SPARQL operations of number comparison (>, >=, <, <=) or chains
of characters (regex) are implemented in the form of an ontological
extension where each of these operations is represented by a new property in
the ontology. This will then be transformed into a corresponding SPARQL
operator.
The semantic query is stored in the triplestore in the form of an RDF
graph. It can be reproduced, completed and re-executed as many times as
possible. Contrary to a representation of using OWL2 axioms (see section
4.6.3), an RDF representation of a semantic query allows cycles to be
specified. The SPARQL operators, on the other hand, are not natively
representable in RDF.

4.6.3. Transformation of OWL2 axioms into SPARQL
Semantic queries can also be defined in the ontology with the help of the
axiomatic OWL2. They can be:
– indispensable queries for the proper function of certain system
operations like the search for a certain type of medium that responds to
certain criteria;
– search operations that are often requested by the user as the search for
an analysis containing a certain type of stratum that itself contains a certain
type of segment;
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– queries responding to the description patterns allowing the
objects/individuals that were defined according to these patterns to be
found.
As described in section 4.3.2, an axiomatic OWL2 defines complex
anonymous classes whose properties are recursively submitted to several
property/value restrictions. The OWL2 resolution method presented in
section 4.3.3 allows the corresponding SPARQL queries to be generated.
Contrary to RDF structuring, the axiomatic representation of a semantic
query offers more expressivity. In fact, the different SPARQL operators are
natively implemented in an OWL2 expression. However, this representation
does not allow cycles to be specified.

4.6.4. Interface
The knowledge graph editing interfaces presented in section 4.3.7 are
reused to edit the semantic queries. Figure 4.14 shows the graph that
corresponds to the search for “all time segments in which there is a musical
rendition of a song”.
Form

Graph

Triples

Figure 4.14. Graph of a semantic query

This graph is transformed into a SPARQL query and executed by the
semantic search engine. Figure 4.15 shows all possible combinations (in the
knowledge base) of segment, rendition and song that reproduce the query
structure.
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Figure 4.15. Results of a semantic query

4.7. Application to corpus management
A corpus is an indispensable object in an audiovisual content
description/publication system. It allows all elements sharing certain
common characteristics to be grouped. These elements can be media, media
extracts, segments, individuals, etc. In a classic corpus management system,
a corpus is always defined with the support of one or several queries and is
stored entirely in the database. In our system, we propose several corpus
construction and storage approaches:
– the base approach consists in establishing a corpus from a semantic
query and storing the corpus entirely in the triplestore in graphical form;
– it is also possible to construct a corpus from a semantic query that will
be stored in the knowledge base in the form of an RDF graph. The corpus
will not be stored and can be constructed dynamically upon request from this
query;
– finally, it is possible to define a corpus with the support of a logical
OWL2 expression that is declared in the ontology. In this case, the corpus is
reconstituted dynamically from this expression.
A corpus can itself be an annotation and analysis object. The properties to
be informed can concern the objects that it contains or even its own
relationships with other corpuses. Let us take the example of the corpus of
the “best French singers of the 90s”. The definition of this corpus can be
made with the support of OWL2 expressions in the following way: “All
musical works whose composer is of French nationality, the release date is
included between 1990 and 2000, and the number of albums sold is above 1
million”. Consequently, the four properties, “type of work”, “composer’s
nationality”, “song’s release date” and “number of albums sold” constitute
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this corpus’s annotation properties. It can also be connected to another
corpus, e.g. through the relationship of belonging to the corpus of “songs
from the 1990s”. This allows, for example, the response and hierarchization
of the responses to questions like, “what are the corpuses that gather songs
from the last 30 years?”
A corpus can also be a publication object where its content is reused in
another context to support a given thesis, explain an historic event, etc. (see
section 4.7). For example, the previous corpus can be used to generate the
website of the best French songs of the 90s.
Enrichment operations can also be performed on a corpus of named
entities. They allow the web knowledge bases to be queried, information
concerning these entities to be recovered and these entities to be inserted into
their authority notices. The enrichment approach presented in section 4.3.6 is
applied to the corpuses to accomplish this task.
Statistics can also be established on a given corpus in order to help make
certain annotation and/or publication decisions. For example, if the previous
corpus includes a significant number of singers, then there must be access to
the songs published on the website generated from this corpus by singer.
4.8. Application to author publication
The analysis of audiovisual archives and the creation of the
corresponding knowledge base aims primarily to facilitate the search of and
access to this content. Once access is ensured, the content must be
showcased to make it available to a large audience. The publication of this
content in the form of a web portal fed by the knowledge base guarantees a
rather wide diffusion. However, this content must be permanently given a
new value from different angles: historic, cultural, academic, etc. There are
many examples of use, of which we will cite a few:
– using the audiovisual content as a testimonial element to support a
given thesis. For example, a publication about political affairs can emphasize
possible relationships between certain political events by using certain video
extracts to support the hypotheses set forth;
– providing academic support focused on precise issues. For example, a
narrative process about World War II guiding the reader/viewer through a
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series of events thatt took place during
d
the peeriod of this military connflict, all
illustratted by video extracts and images;
– asssuring coverrage of certain cultural eelements. Forr example, the
t reuse
of certain video extrracts about thhe Chinese New
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recontexxtualization. Recontexxtualization (or edittorialization, more
commonnly known as
a author pubblication) is the operatioon that aims to reuse
audiovissual content in a context other than thhe one in whhich it was crreated to
support remarks maade on a preecise editoriaal line, calleed publicatioon genre.
The new
w content creeated in this way
w can havve varying naatures:
– a new
n
video that
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is the result
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of assembling sevveral extractts and/or
images//texts;
– a website
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withh several pagges bringing together divverse annotaation and
editorialization resources (videoo, image, textt);
– an article or preesentation inn the form off a PDF/PoweerPoint file, etc.
w are interrested in a single publlication suppport: the
In thhis article, we
website. The publiccation genre designates the general framework guiding:
(1) the author in his editorializaation work aand (2) the process
p
of crreating a
new weebsite that must
m
conform
m to the specificities of this genre. It first
describees the base elements
e
thatt must be creeated by an author
a
to makke a new
publicattion and lateer the definitiive form thaat the assembbly of these elements
e
must takke (see Figurre 4.11). Bettween the tw
wo ends of thhe chain, a prrocess of
assemblling and arraanging the base
b
elementts of the pubblication takees place,
which we
w will refer to here as thhe transformaation engine.

Figure 4.16
6. Simplified architecture of the transformation engine
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Dozens of publication genres are used to come up with websites. Among
these are, for example:
– the lexical video (multimedia dictionary) that groups thematic base
elements in the form of rubrics and articles and for each of these provides
textual descriptions illustrated by video extracts and images;
– the narrative process that traces a reading path in a set of elements
made up of texts, videos and images, all while assuring a narrative
progression of these elements;
– the thematic file that is a multidisciplinary file organized around
numerous pedagogical resources in text, image, video and sound form;
The processes earlier and later in the publication chain vary as a function
of the publication genre adopted. These processes are modeled as publication
ontologies that are presented in the following paragraph.
4.8.1. Publication ontologies
In keeping with the solutions proposed for annotating and searching for
information, the publication system is also founded on concepts drawn from
the semantic web. The data manipulated by the transformation engine are
made up solely of knowledge. First, it receives knowledge relative to the
base elements of a publication, applies behaviors to them and generates
knowledge relevant to the final product (website). The specification of
source and target elements for this chain is performed as:
1) a publication ontology stricto sensu and
2) a final product ontology.
4.8.1.1. The publication ontology
The publication ontology is based on the core ontology that defines the
main principles of an author publication, namely:
– The topic: a generic concept that designates the central element of a
publication to which audiovisual contents are added. It can be stated
differently as a function of the chosen publication genre. For example, it is
given as a rubric and article in the lexical video, as a sequence in the
narrative process, etc.;
– The audiovisual document (content): a concept taken from the
description ontology that designates all audiovisual resources able to
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contribute to the illustration of the topics. These can be different types of
resources: text, image (whole image, part of an image), video (whole video,
video extract, segment) and sound (whole, sound segment);
– The corpus: a concept also taken from the description ontology that
designates all possible groupings of audiovisual documents (see the previous
section);
– The rhetorical relationships that can be used in any publication genre to
propose a rhetorical exploration of the topics.
The publication ontology always depends on the publication genre and
extends the underlying core ontology by defining elements that are particular
to it. For example, the lexical video’s ontology extends the class “topic” to
define two subclasses: “rubric” and “article”. The knowledge graph editor
presented in section 4.3 is used by the author to create publication graphs in
accordance with this ontology. These define and compare the base elements
(topics, resources, corpuses, rhetorical relationships) of a given publication.
4.8.1.2. The hypermedia product’s ontology
In the same line of thinking, a final product ontology (or website
ontology) always depends on a publication genre and a core ontology that
defines the structure of a web page and the graphical components able to be
used in creating it. A web page is divided, recursively, into several display
areas, each of which contains a graphical component. This can be a standard
HTML5 component like the video player, a freely accessible online widget
like Google Maps, or even a simple textbox. The final product ontology
extends the core ontology by defining a structuration of the page particular
to the corresponding publication genre.
This structuration can be considered the web page’s model graph and
defined in two different ways:
– as a partially instanced graph that designates and positions the display
areas before composing the web page. For example, the banner area must be
situated at the top of the page, followed vertically by the main menu area.
The area below this menu must be horizontally composed of two areas: to
the left, the vertical menu; to the right, the player.
– with the help of OWL2 expression, which defines restrictions on the
areas constituting a web page.
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The transformattion engine analyzes tthe publicattion graph, applies
behavioors to its elements and generates
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thee website’s graph
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with thee final produuct ontology.. This graph formalizes the
t structuree of each
page to be created annd the graphhic componennts to be dispplayed.
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can thus personnalize the different
componnents of thee web pagge by activating and deactivating certain
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functionnality, the leeft menu forr contextual access, the links to thee named
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system that
t we proppose.

Figure 4.17. General architecture
a
off the publicatio
on system
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4.8.2. Transformation engine
The transformation engine is the process allowing the publication graph
to be transformed. It compares the elements of a publication in the form of a
final product graph specifying the graphic components of a web page as well
as their spatial–temporal arrangement. The Campus AAR engine is
implemented as a forward-chaining RDF inference rule engine that explores
the solution space and proceeds, for each rule, in the following way:
– identifying the publication elements likely to be concerned by these
rules by verifying their conformity to the rule’s premises;
– once identified, applying the behaviors defined in this rule to them.
The premises of a rule define the conditions it requires for a publication
element to be concerned by the behavior(s) it defines. These conditions
generally concern certain properties of publication elements. In order to ensure
the generic nature of these rules, their premises must target the properties
declared in the core publication ontology or one of its configuration extensions.
The behaviors applied to the publication elements presenting properties
that conform to the premises of a rule can be:
– the creation of a virtual page according to the web page model defined
in the ontology;
– the creation of a virtual graphic component (textbox, image, player,
timeline, map, menu) for each of these elements;
– the grouping of these elements to create a new entity, called publication
block. This formalizes the content of a complex graphic component like, for
example, the assembly of several video extracts along with a descriptive text;
– inter-block behavior that formalizes the interactions between the
elements in the same block. For example, in the case of video assembly, it
must determine the order in which the concerned video extracts will appear;
– intra-block behavior that specifies the spatial–temporal placement of
each block in relation to the others (line and column number on the page) as
well as the links between them (following, preceding, see also, etc.).
All of the construction decisions for the resulting website are made at this
stage, which allows full advantage to be taken of the abstraction and
inference capabilities of the languages used.
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4.8.3. Final product
The final product graph generated by the transformation engine
undergoes one last XSLT transformation to generate the true HTML5 pages
with Javascript code and corresponding style sheets.
A web page is represented as an HTML5 table where each box represents
a display area and can contain:
– either an HTML5 component (player, list, etc.) or a graphical widget
available online (Google Maps, Timeline, etc.);
– either another HTML5 table if this area must contain several
components/graphical widgets.
This organization in the form of HTML5 tables allows the graphic
components to be positioned spatially by indicating their line and column
numbers in the table. The temporal positioning is ensured either by the
player in the case of an arrangement of several videos/images or by the
specific components implemented in HTML5/Javascript in the case of more
complex display elements.
Components available online have also been experimented with in this
platform. Among these are: Google Maps, Timeline.js and Dynatable.js. It is
also possible to connect the publication to other components by adapting the
XSLT transformation’s output format.
4.8.4. Opening on the web of data
The publication of audiovisual contents essentially depends on the
annotation metadata created during the analysis (description) phase. These
metadata can be incomplete or not necessarily respond to the needs of an
author in terms of the data type that he would like to put online. The
exploitation of these data available on the knowledge bases of the LOD
(Linked Open Data) can lead to a response pertaining to this need. The
publication system that we propose is capable of:
– searching for named entities on external knowledge bases like DBpedia,
Geonames, VIAF and MusicBrainz. The same procedure presented in
section 4.6 is used to accomplish this task;
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– recovering the properties an author needs from a named entity, e.g. the
first name, last name, date of birth and date of death for a physical person.
These properties are declared in a pivot ontology that compares the classes
and properties of the local ontology with their matches in the distant
ontology;
– enriching the publication graph with information recovered from the
web of data;
– integrating this information in the transformation process to generate
enriched web pages.
4.8.5. Interface
The knowledge graph editing interfaces presented in section 4.3.7 are
reused to edit the publication graph, as shown in Figure 4.18.
The first column of this table shows an audiovisual corpus publication
graph from the INA’s archives. The publication engine applies
transformation rules to this corpus and generates the corresponding website.
The table’s second column shows the web page of the segment in which
Julio Iglesias and Sheila sing the song “Vaya con Dios mi vida”. This page is
made up of the extract of the performance, its summary and links to the
entities present in this extract (rendition, singer, director/producer).
Publication graph editing form

A web page generated by
the publication motor

Figure 4.18. Publication graph and web page
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4.9. Conclusion
In this article, we have presented a solution for the creation of RDF
knowledge graphs subject to the axiomatic OWL2. This solution is oriented
towards documenting and publishing audiovisual documents where the
incompleteness of data is a central problem. Different algorithms have been
presented to respond to the underlying problem of creating well-formed,
incomplete graphs, the lasting of these graphs in their simplified form and
their reclassification in the scope of being editing.
The Campus AAR platform promotes this notion of knowledge graphs in
the set of resources it manipulates: content descriptions, knowledge bases,
queries and author publication. It proposes a complementary set of editing
interfaces taking advantage of property and property value suggestion
algorithms to guide the annotator/author’s work.
Ontology construction also represents a promising application for the
solution proposed in this article. In fact, an ontology can itself be considered
a knowledge graph that follows the RDFS/OWL pattern and whose editing
concerns two levels of description. The first level concerns the abstraction of
real-world objects and their representation as classes and properties that are
instances of certain RDFS/OWL resources (Class, Property, subClassOf,
subPropertyOf, etc.). The second level concerns the OWL2 expressions for
representing model graphs.
The information search solution that we propose in this article is based on
the transformation of an RDF graph and/or an OWL2 expression into a
SPARQL query. We also foresee the instrumentation of facets (section 4.5.2)
for data exploration. In fact, the combination of several facets allows the
data to be grouped differently according to various criteria. These groupings
allow the solution space to be explored efficiently and the user to be guided
towards relevant solutions.
In the web of data world (Linked Open Data), a search engine must be
able to query several knowledge bases to overcome the problem of data
incompleteness. Two approaches can be foreseen to accomplish this task.
The first was implemented in our platform for searching for named entities
on online knowledge bases (section 4.3.6). It consists in sending the same
semantic query to several knowledge bases. The results sent back will then
be fused and presented to the user. The second approach consists in
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distributing the same semantic query to several knowledge bases. This
distribution can be performed following criteria relative to data
incompleteness. It allows a local search for weakly informed data to be
completed through the search for lacking information on external bases.
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